TRAVEL SERVICES
THE FUTURE OF CANADA’S TOURISM SECTOR:

SHORTAGES TO RESURFACE AS LABOUR
MARKETS TIGHTEN
Canada’s tourism sector is facing a potentially severe shortage of labour over the next 15-20 years.
Like other sectors of the Canadian economy, tourism suffered from the effects of tight labour
markets in the years leading up to the economic recession of 2008-2009. In 2007, it was estimated
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These shortages will be driven by changing demographics.
its population is aging, causing a significant deceleration in labour force growth over the long term. By 2030,
nearly one out of every four Canadians will be 65 years or older, up from 14% in 2010. Also, Statistics Canada’s
medium growth population projections show that, between 2010 and 2021, the number of people aged 15-24 will
decrease by over 315,000. Over the next decade, these demographic shifts will severely challenge industries that
rely heavily on young people or have a large proportion of their workforce close to retirement age.
Among the five tourism industries, travel services is
the least challenged by demographic changes. In
2006, half of the travel services workforce was aged
25-44. The industry does not rely heavily on workers
aged 15-24 unlike the food and beverage, recreation
and entertainment, and accommodation industries.
It is also not facing the large number of retirements
that the transportation industry will see in the next ten
years. Travel services also employs a greater proportion of newcomers to Canada than the tourism sector
as a whole. Newcomers are one of the few sources of
growth in Canada’s labour force.
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The travel services industry is expected to see a 14.2%
increase in labour demand between 2010 and 2030.
By 2030, demand for labour could support over 49,000
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For this study, a job is defined as work
-7for the period of one year, regardless of whether it is full-time or part-time. A job may be work for 10 hours per week or 40
hours per week, as long as it is for one year. If the work is only for three months of the year, then it only counts as only one-quarter of a job.
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ing to hire those workers.
SHORTAGES BY OCCUPATION
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Projections by province indicate that all regions of the
country will experience a labour surplus to one degree
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The current analysis suggests that tourism labour
-676 of this decade
shortages will ramp up by the middle
and by 2030 will
balloon to 228,000 jobs. This would
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leave 10.7% of potential tourism labour demand un-199
filled. Although travel services is not expected
to face
shortages, the rest of the tourism sector will
be
-56 severally challenged. These shortages are not inevitable.
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ernment, industry associations and tourism businesses
to reduce these shortfalls. Identifying underutilized
labour pools, improving the image of tourism jobs, and
increasing non-wage benefits are some of the ways
to attract and retain more workers, thereby reducing
shortages and allowing the tourism sector to meet its
full economic potential.
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This study measures revenues in constant (2010) dollars. The Federal Tourism Strategy measures revenues in current dollars, unadjusted for inflation. To make
the comparison possible, the base-case tourism demand was converted from $85 billion ($constant) to $96.3 billion ($current). Non-tourism (resident) demand is
not affected in this scenario.
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ABOUT THIS STUDY
The study quantifies the implications of long-term demographic and
economic trends on the supply and demand for labour in Canadas tourism
sector, and outlines potential labour shortages by industry and occupation, as
well as by province and sub-provincial region.

The full report and summary brochures for Canada and each of the provinces
are available on the CTHRC website: www.cthrc.ca
For more information contact: research@cthrc.ca
This is a publication of the Canadian Tourism Human Resource Council
The opinions and interpretations in this publication are those of the author
and do not necessarily reflect those of the Government of Canada
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